Office of the Professor Director LPS Institute of Cardiology, Kanpur

Ref.No. 2489 /HRS/2013

Amendment Tender Notice

Dt: 19.12.2013

In reference to Tender notice no. 2365/HRS/2013 dated 04.12.2013, for "Modular OT (Inspection of Site is essential)", following amendments are being proposed, all other tender terms & conditions will remain the same:

1. Tender document can be purchased from the office of Professor Director, LPS Institute of Cardiology, Kanpur till 26.12.2013 and shall have to be deposited till 2:00 PM on 28.12.2013 and it shall be opened at 3:00 PM on same date.

2. In Amendment Notice reference no. 2409/HRS/2013, dt. 10.12.2013 2nd point in place of “Manufacturer/ Vendor”, it should be read as “Tenderor”.

3. In whole of the tender document, where ever “Imported” is written, it shall be read as “Imported or Indian (CE/FDA approved)”.

4. Estimated cost of Project is Rs. 2 Crore.

5. Further following Amendments are being proposed in Tender Notice No. 2365/HRS/2013, dt. 04.12.2013:-

(a) On Page 33, S.No.1, 2nd line, in place of “Imported”, it should be read as “Imported/Equivalently certified”.

(b) On Page 34, 1st line, in place of “Fraunhofer IPA Institute in Germany” it should be read as “Fraunhofer IPA Institute of Germany/Equivalently certified”.

(c) On Page 36, S.No.16, 1st line, in place of “S/I/T/C of wall mounted surgeon control panel touch screen” it should be read as “S/I/T/C of Imported/Equivalently certified wall mounted surgeon control panel touch screen”.

(d) On Page 37, S.No.22, 5th line, in place of “carrying capacity of minimum 99 to 90 Kgs” it should be read as “carrying capacity of each arm should be minimum 200 Kg.”

(e) On Page 37, S.No.23, Second last line, in place of “Pendant carrying capacity of 100 kg. Equipment load pendant” it should be read as “Pendant carrying capacity of minimum 200 Kg. equipment load pendant”.

(f) On Page 39, S.No.1, 11th line, in place of “self loading sub structure” it should be read as “self loading/free standing sub structure”.

(g) On Page 39, S.No.1, 13th line, in place of “self loading modules” it should be read as “self loading/free standing modules”.

(h) On Page 42, second paragraph, 2nd line, in place of “CEN EN 1822-4 standards” it should be read as “CEN EN 1822-4 standards or equivalent international standard”.

(i) On Page 43, S.No.5 Heading, in place of “SITC of automatic hermetically sealed doors with frames-(Imported)-CE marked” it should be read as “SITC of automatic hermetically sealed doors with frames-(Completely Imported)-CE marked”.

(j) On Page 44, Point of DOOR PANEL, last line to be added as, “It should be CE/Equivalent International Standard certified”.

(k) On Page 50, in the second line of point (The Pendant should be available as follows) in place of “The weight carrying capacity of the arm should not be less than 350 Kg.” it should be read as “The weight carrying capacity of the arm should not be less than 200 Kg.”

The above amendment can be viewed on DGME, UP, website: www.updgme.in.

(Vinay Krishna)
Professor- Director